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2015 NEW PRODUCTS

UPGRADE TO GREATNESS

MSDPERFORMANCE.COM - TECH LINE (915) 855-7123
Atomic Stage 1: PN 2990, PN 2995

MVP - $999.95

APPLICATIONS:
LS1/2/3/6/7 Engines

MSD Performance have built upon our line of high quality, easy to use fuel injection systems. Carrying on in the Atomic TBI tradition, the Atomic Stage 1 takes that quality and ease of use a step further. A direct port injection system designed specifically for the GM LS family of engines. No laptop, no tuning software, no experience needed. The easy to use Hand-Held module is all that is required to get the system set up and ready to run.

Advance features like fully sequential, self-learning fuel control, a programmable spark curve and Drive-by-Wire compatibility out of the box make the Atomic Stage 1 a great choice for that LS swap into your classic car or truck.

LT1: PN 2700

MVP - $1099.95

APPLICATIONS:
2014-2015 Corvette

Get the improved airflow and distribution to improve the performance of stock and modified LT1 GDI engines. The unique bell-mouthed runner entrances maximize airflow and minimize shrouding - all while maximizing the available plenum volume for an unobstructed flow path over opposing runners. The polymer molded 2-piece design allows for easy access to the runners for porting.

103MM Throttle Body: PN 2945

MVP - $425.95

APPLICATIONS:
Universal for LS Engines

MSD’s new 103mm LS Throttle Body answers the need for a high-flow, cable operated, and bolt on solution. MSD engineered an all billet high-tolerance throttle body assembly in order to achieve a unique parabolic bore form, belled out sides for maximum airflow, and features a 3” plate throttle cam assembly. Add all that to a low shaft twist, ball bearings, and a robust design you end up with excellent drivability characteristics combined with more flow for unmatched gains. Includes mounting hardware and can be used with all OE intakes, TPS, and IAC sensors.

* Not for use with the LT1 Intake (PN 2700)